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CHAPTER 11

ENERGY THAT IS CLEAN, CHEAP, 
ABUNDANT –  AND SAFE

The only reason I’m optimistic about this problem [of global warming ] is 
because of innovation. And innovation is a very uncertain process. […] I 
want to tilt the odds in our favor by dr iving innovation at an unnaturally high 
pace, or more than its current business- as- usual course. I see that as the only 
thing. I want to call up India someday and say, ‘Here’s a source of energ y 
that is cheaper than your coal plants, and by the way, from a global- pollution 
and local- pollution point of view, it ’s also better.’

Bill Gates, ‘We need an energy  
miracle’, The ATl A n Tic, 2015

Thought leaders like Bill Gates argue that we have to wait for an ‘energy 
miracle’ that will allow renewables to take over from fossil fuels –  meaning 
that the conventional renewables (such as first generation solar PV cells) 
are not going to be able to drive the transition –  in his view.1 But Bill, there 
is no need to wait for a miracle. The evidence is already to hand that it is 
falling costs that are the fundamental drivers of the global energy transition. 
The ‘miracle’ is already here. Take first generation solar photovoltaic cells 
as exemplary. The most recent analyses find that new solar photovoltaic 
(PV) installations are comparable in cost to fossil- fuelled power plants, and 
falling at a rate of 16 per cent for every doubling of capacity.2 The evidence is 
provided in Figure 11.1.

1. See Bill Gates’s comments, ‘We need an energy miracle’, The Atlantic, November 
2015, at: http:// www.theatlantic.com/ magazine/ archive/ 2015/ 11/ we- need- an- energy- 
miracle/ 407881/ .

2. For discussion of the falling costs of renewables generation by UN- affiliated agencies, 
see UNIDO- GGGI (2015) and IRENA (2014).
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How low can costs of first generation solar go before the second generation 
and subsequent generations kick in? The cost of solar PV power can be 
expected to continue its plunge, and to reach well below the costs associated 
with burning of fossil fuels for electric power by 2020 or earlier.3 At this 
point an industrializing country would be well advised to study closely its 
options regarding energy, and evaluate the costs of going with renewables as 
opposed to fossil fuels and nuclear. The world could pass the 1000 GW mark 
of solar PV power (the first terawatt) in less than a decade from now, that is, 
before 2025. This is entirely plausible. Already China has an official goal 
of 160 GW by 2020, and India has come close to matching that goal with 
its National Solar Mission target of 100 GW by 2022. There are extensive 
rooftop solar programs in Europe and the USA, and Japan seems poised to 
join the process.

Indeed the solar energy revolution is proceeding much faster than most 
people have anticipated. Cumulative solar PV capacity has been doubling every 
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3. For one view on this, see Ramez Naam, ‘How cheap can solar get? Very cheap indeed’, 
Energ y Post, 21 August 2015, at:  http:// www.energypost.eu/ cheap- can- solar- get- cheap- 
indeed/ .

FIGURE 11.1. Solar PV module experience curve, 1976– 2013.

SOURCE: IRENA.
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two years or so –  and continues at such a prime exponential rate today.4 So the 1 
TW mark for the world as a whole is actually likely to be passed by around 2020 
or even earlier. By then the generating cost of new solar PV installations should 
be somewhere between 4 and 6 cents per kWh (or $40 to $60 per MWh) –   
a lower cost than generating power using even the cheapest brown coal. This is how fast 
the renewables revolution is unfolding. Of course there will be innovations that 
continue to disrupt the evolution of solar PV power (as I discuss in a moment). 
But the fundamental revolution is already here.

A similar story can be told for wind power. Consider the learning curve 
for wind power, which demonstrates a clear cost reduction potential out 
to 100,000 MW (or 100 GW –  a level already achieved by China). The 
levelized cost of wind power has been falling at a rate of 14 per cent per year 
as cumulative production experience and the scale of the market grows. 
And a further incredible story is being told for energy storage –  which has 
until now been the ‘reverse salient’ of the renewables energy game, holding 
back the diffusion of the new renewables systems. A paper published in 
Nature Climate Change reviewed the situation, and found that costs had been 
falling at the rate of 14 per cent per year between the years 2007 and 2014, 
with a learning rate of 6 to 9 per cent –  typical of manufacturing experience 
curves.5

We show that industry- wide cost estimates declined by approximately 14 
per cent annually between 2007 and 2014, from above US$1,000 per kWh 
to around US$410 per kWh, and that the cost of battery packs used by 
market- leading BEV manufacturers are even lower, at US$300 per kWh, 
and has declined by 8 per cent annually. Learning rate, the cost reduction 
following a cumulative doubling of production, is found to be between 6 
and 9 per cent, in line with earlier studies on vehicle battery technology.

We see in Figure 11.2 how fast the costs of lithium- ion battery technology are 
falling (measured as battery price index).

4. Few energy scholars have been alive to these exponential trends. One exception is the 
futurist Ray Kurzweil, who in successive interventions has pointed to the doubling rate 
of solar PV, and to the few doublings needed to make solar the world’s dominant source 
of power. See the report by David Morris in Fortune, ‘Ray Kurzweil: Here’s why solar will 
dominate energy within 12 years’, 16 April 2016, at: http:// fortune.com/ 2016/ 04/ 16/ 
ray- kurzweil- solar- will- dominate- energy- within- 12- years/ .

5. See Nykvist and Nilsson (2015).
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It is the rapidly declining costs of renewables that is the fundamental feature 
of the greening process. There can no longer be any doubt that clean and 
renewable energy technologies are now, or will shortly be, lower in cost than the 
fossil fuels that they replacing. This amounts to a fundamental sociotechnical 
shift –  as argued in Chapter 4 above –  that will have widespread social, technical 
and economic repercussions. It challenges countries to revise their developmental 
strategies and challenges companies to craft new business models that take 
advantage of the plunging costs of renewables.

MANUFACTURING ENERGY

There are important reasons for this shift that go beyond the contingencies of 
one technology or another. All renewable energy devices –  wind turbines, solar 
PV cells, CSP lenses and mirrors –  share the characteristic that they are all the 
products of manufacturing. And this is what connects renewables fundamen-
tally to industrial strategy. As Hao Tan and I put it in our article published in 
2014 in Nature:

[…] unlike oil, coal and gas, the supplies of which are limited and subject to 
geopolitical tensions, renewable- energy devices can be built anywhere and 
implemented wherever there is sufficient water, wind and sun. (2014: 166)
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FIGURE 11.2. Lithium- ion battery costs.

SOURCE: BNEF.
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What we meant by this is that manufacturing is the very special process where 
increasing returns (reducing costs) can be generated: as the scale of production 
increases, so the unit costs decline. This has been understood by every mass 
production entrepreneur, from Henry Ford onwards.6 It is now understood by 
Chinese, Indian, and Brazilian entrepreneurs who are scaling up production 
of renewables devices and installing them at ever higher capacities, to reduce 
costs and drive market expansion. In this way, renewables are becoming central to 
the industrialization process, because they involve manufacturing, learning curves 
and market expansion linked to cost reduction.

These features are not found in fossil fuel extraction and utilization. On the 
contrary, all fossil fuel extraction, from coal mining to oil and gas drilling and 
now right up to extraction of coal seam gas via hydraulic fracturing, involves a 
relentless process of diminishing returns (or long- run increasing costs).

As for the famed ‘energy revolution’ that has gripped the United States, 
with so much enthusiasm being shown for extending the life of fossil fuels 
via hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) for shale oil and coal seam gas, this too 
will pass. There is nothing remotely ‘ecomodernist’ in continuing to drill for 
fossil fuels –  even if the drilling is done horizontally and around bends. And if 
reports of a 2014 meeting between the US Secretary of State John Kerry and 
King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia are true, even the US government has been 
willing to sacrifice its own shale oil industry in the name of securing lower oil 
prices that are aimed at crippling the Russian and Iranian oil industries.7

So the case for renewables as agents of industrialization in the twenty- first 
century does not rest so much on climate change concerns or oil price concerns 
as on the capacity of renewables to build energy security for the countries that 
promote them –  based on the central fact that they are manufactured. As such 
they can be utilized to generate energy across a dispersed landscape, as well as 
generating local employment and exports for the future.8

6. Between 1909 and 1916, Henry Ford reduced the cost of his Model T Ford from $950 
to $360, a 266 per cent drop over seven years. Each year, sales doubled –  from just below 
6,000 in 1908 to over 800,000 in 1917. The drop in prices was connected directly with the 
expansion of the market and the sales made by Ford himself.

7. See reports such as Andrew Topf, ‘Did the Saudis and the US collude in dropping 
oil prices?’, 23 December 2014, OilPrice, at: http:// oilprice.com/ Energy/ Oil- Prices/ Did- 
The- Saudis- And- The- US- Collude- In- Dropping- Oil- Prices.html.

8. These points are emphasized in my various articles including Mathews 2008a; 2009; 
2011; 2012; 2013a,b; 2015; and Mathews and Tan 2011; 2014; 2015; 2016; and Mathews, 
Hu, and Wu 2011.
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Because renewables devices are always the products of manufacturing, they 
can in- principle be produced anywhere. This is fundamentally why renewables 
provide energy security –  because a country can enhance its energy security 
through building manufacturing systems that can operate independently of 
the vagaries of supplies (and prices) of fossil fuels. No wonder China, India 
et al. are turning to renewables as fast as is technically and economically pos-
sible. And as they do so, they expand the scale of production and so drive down 
costs even more, providing further incentives for market expansion and entry 
by presently underdeveloped countries into the industrialization process.

This virtuous cycle was discovered in its original form around 400 years 
ago in Europe by the Italian scholar Antonio Serra, who first recognized how 
manufacturing could make a state wealthy –  even if the state had no mines or 
mineral resources. He was comparing Naples, which as part of the Spanish 
monarchy could call on the vast mineral resources of the New World but 
remained poor, with Venice, which had no such resources but was growing to 
be the richest city- state in Europe at the beginning of the seventeenth century. 
Now the same argument can be used, this time in connection with renewables.9

The transition to energy wealth has been blocked by fossil fuels and their 
vast infrastructure controlled by the developed world, creating a barrier to 
industrial development for everyone else. But greening processes unblock the 
process. That is why it is so fruitful –  and why green development is the culmi-
nation and likely next chapter in a process of global industrialization.

RENEWABLES –  A MOVING TECHNOLOGICAL  
FRONTIER

One of the key advantages that renewables have over their fossil- fuelled 
competitors is that the renewables are evolving rapidly along several 
fronts –  encompassing electric energy generation, energy storage and energy 
distribution. Power generation by solar PV devices for example has already 
moved through several generations, with thin- film conductors raising 
efficiencies and reducing costs. Now the next step promises to be cells fashioned 
from perovskite materials, which are cheap and abundant and could remove 

9. See the Anthem Press publication of the book by Antonio Serra, 1611, A Short Treatise on 
the Wealth and Poverty of Nations, edited and introduced by Sophus Reinert, at: http:// www.
anthempress.com/ a- short- treatise- on- the- wealth- and- poverty- of- nations- 1613. I have 
developed this argument with Erik Reinert in our paper published in Futures (Mathews 
and Reinert 2014).
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the barriers to diffusion of solar cells due to materials shortages and costs.10 
There are technical barriers to overcome, such as creating perovskite cells with 
greater stability –  but these are technical problems, not fundamental conceptual 
problems, and therefore susceptible to being resolved by concentrated R&D. 
There are advances in silicon solar cells manufacturing, such as the Pluto cells 
that have been scaled up by Suntech in China, based on passivated emitter 
with rear locally diffused (PERL) cell technology developed by the UNSW 
School of Photovoltaic and Renewable Energy Engineering in Sydney.11 This 
all promises further advances in both efficiency and productivity of solar cells.

Energy storage, which has been the key reverse salient holding back 
diffusion of renewables, is finally being addressed by several advances. Tesla 
once again set the field ablaze with interest when it released its Powerwall energy 
storage system in 2015. Powerwall offers elegant and cost- efficient wall- based 
systems for both domestic and commercial/ industrial applications. While 
these products are based on lithium- ion batteries, there are also advances in 
battery technologies themselves, such as the zinc- bromide version of a liquid 
battery that can be scaled up by simply enlarging the scale of the tank. New 
companies like Redflow are emerging to promote these technical advances.12

Energy distribution through IT- enhanced electric grids is also receiving 
increasing attention –  particularly in China where the construction of a national 
IT- enhanced ‘strong and smart grid’ is viewed as a major twenty- first century 
infrastructure project, led by the State Grid Corporation of China. Not only is 
the SGC championing new high- voltage Direct Current (HVDC) power lines 
linking western provinces with eastern seaboard cities like Shanghai, and the 
industrial value chains that are developing the products for such infrastructure, 
but it is advancing ideas for international cooperation such as its proposed Global 
Energy Interconnection (GEI). Under the GEI renewable power generated in 
one country (e.g., Mongolia) would be exported to another country such as China 
or Japan.13 The GEI as a concept provides the infrastructure needed to support 

10. On perovskite cells see the article in Science by Gary Hodes (2013), at: http:// science.
sciencemag.org/ content/ 342/ 6156/ 317.

11. See the account of PERL cells and Pluto technology at: http:// www.pveducation.org/ 
pvcdrom/ manufacturing/ high- efficiency.

12. See the description of a zinc- bromide battery at the Redflow website: http:// redflow.
com/ products/ .

13. See the book- length exposition of the Global Energy Interconnection composed by 
the then-President of China’s State Grid Corporation, Liu Zhenya (Liu 2015), at: http:// 
store.elsevier.com/ Global- Energy- Interconnection/ Zhenya- Liu/ isbn- 9780128044056/ .
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trade in renewable power –  thus extending the reach of the previously proposed 
Asia Super Grid, advanced by the Japan Renewable Energy Foundation and its 
founder, Masayoshi Son. The GEI as concept is backed (at this point unofficially) 
by the IEA, and promises to drive diffusion of renewable energy systems as 
effectively as the Internet of Things promoted by futurists like Jeremy Rifkin. In 
these ways, renewable energy systems are advancing along technical fronts, to 
become the energy option of choice for countries everywhere.

PRODUCTION/ GENERATION OF ENERGY THAT IS  
CLEAN, CHEAP, ABUNDANT –  AND SAFE

I would love to have been a fly on the wall at the meetings of the group pro-
ducing the Ecomodernist Manifesto, when they decided to change their call for 
energy that is ‘cheap, clean and abundant’ to energy that is ‘cheap, clean, dense 
and abundant’. What a difference a word makes! Adding density as a require-
ment opens the door to all things nuclear and (apparently) closes the door on 
conventional renewables –  wind and solar power in particular are considered 
much less power- dense than nuclear. And yet the Ecomodernist Manifesto is also 
careful to endorse solar power, which is seen as having huge potential (trillions 
of watts). There is surely a glaring contradiction here.

How much better it would have been had the authors chosen to add the 
word ‘safe’ instead of ‘dense’. Safe implies that the technology in use does not 
constitute a major hazard to present or future populations; that it not be sub-
ject to catastrophic failure modes like the process that created the Fukushima 
disaster in Japan, and that the technology not constitute a terrorist target that 
calls for excessive security measures to control the threat. All these conditions 
constitute the principal arguments against persevering with nuclear power.

And these conditions –  cheap, clean, abundant and safe –  all support 
the production/ generation of power utilizing artificially produced means 
for harvesting renewable sources like wind and sun –  that is, manufactured 
technologies. So while it is undoubtedly the case that nuclear power sources 
offer energy abundance, because of their superior power density, they do so 
under conditions that otherwise rule them out.

Emphasis on the density of power supplies is the hallmark of the thinking 
of some scholars who focus on the twin notions of decarbonization and power den-
sity as guiding energy transitions.14 Now density is closely linked to the idea 

14. See for example works by Ausubel, Nakicenovic, or Gruebler which in their different 
ways make use of  the concept of  density of  power generation. I  critique these views in 
Mathews (2016a).
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of yield, and this is certainly one of the defining features of what I am calling 
‘sixth wave’ technology transitions. Open air agriculture is giving way in cities 
to closed environment growing of plants, often without any soil at all (hydro-
ponics and aeroponics) in totally enclosed vertical stacks of plants kept in op-
timal growing and harvesting conditions. The fact that manufacturing lies at 
the base of this kind of farming (termed by some ‘skyfarming’) is what may be 
seen as its central or principal feature –  giving such an approach to obtaining 
food the advantage of falling costs due to manufacturing learning curves. It is 
scalable as well as cheap, clean and (potentially) abundant.

Sixth wave technology transitions all follow the principles of technology 
substituting for natural systems, where the technology is cheap, clean and 
abundant –  and superior in yield. In food production, for example, technologies 
like aeroponics utilized in enclosed spaces (e.g., vertical greenhouses) 
provide the possibility of breaking with traditional open air agriculture 
with its extreme land requirements, run- off pollution and water inefficiency. 
In fresh water production, new methods of desalination (e.g., multiple effect 
distillation) provide possibilities of securing abundant supplies of potable 
water in place of naturally supplied rainwater and ground water, making 
cities utilizing desalination processes water- secure –  particularly when 
they link desalination to renewable energy for its power supply. In energ y 
production itself, manufactured devices like wind turbines and solar cells make 
it possible to generate power that is cheap, clean and abundant, liberating 
humanity from dependence on extracting and burning fossil fuels from the 
earth with all the geopolitical and global pollution consequences involved.15 
In resource ‘production’ or regeneration of resources, accessing the resources 
needed in the range of manufacturing activities that industrial societies need, 
again technologically recirculated resources increasingly provide the source 
(‘urban mining’) through circular economy initiatives; in effect the circular 
economy is the means for decoupling resource use from natural supplies.

The Ecomodernist Manifesto is quite correct to argue that these processes of 
substituting the technological (artificial) for the natural provide us with the only 
known method for reducing our damaging impact on the earth, and for creating 
the possibility of ‘rewilding’ the earth, that is, for protecting nature itself. This 

15. I am using the term ‘energy production’ here as synonym for ‘energy generation’ in 
order to emphasize the parallels with fresh water production, food production and resources 
‘production’ via regeneration and recirculation. Of  course strictly speaking energy is simply 
transformed from one kind to another (e.g., chemical energy transformed into electrical 
energy via a battery) but some device is needed and in that sense we may describe energy 
as being ‘produced’.
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is a profound argument. It is pro- Gaia in that it looks towards the possibility of 
our reducing our destructive impact and allowing Gaia herself to reclaim the 
management of the earth. But the argument does not have to be carried across 
to all 6W transitions as a defining feature that necessarily applies to all of them.

What a pity then that the authors added ‘density’ to the canonical list of 
qualifications –  that technologies (e.g., energy technologies) be cheap, clean 
and abundant. Adding density simply opens the door to highly centralized 
power sources like giga- scale nuclear technologies which most people would 
see as contributing to the problem rather than to the solution. Yes, new 
nuclear technologies like thorium reactors and mini- reactors are not nearly as 
dangerous as first generation versions (such as light water reactors, heavy water 
reactors etc.). But they still make extraordinary demands on human capacities 
to safeguard current operations as well as stored radioactive waste for thousands 
of years –  something that no sixth wave technology should demand. They still 
pose an ever- present threat of conversion from civil to military operation, and 
pose an attractive target for terrorists intent on getting their hands on fissile 
material. None of these descriptors apply to conventional renewable power 
generation nor to other 6W technologies like water desalination or vertical 
urban farming.

Yes, increasing yield is one of the hallmarks of urban, vertical crop produc-
tion. (Let’s not call it agriculture because of the association of the term with 
open fields –  ager.) It is the superior yields of skyfarming (vertical farming, sky 
gardens) that will undoubtedly drive its adoption and ensure its success while 
traditional open field agriculture can be expected to decline. But the benefits 
of tapping enhanced yields in producing food, water and resources should not 
be taken as necessarily requiring such improved yields in energy production 
as well. The fact is that there is no global trend towards energy systems with 
rising power density –  just as there is no global trend of decarbonization of en-
ergy sources that has been viewed as a process leading inevitably towards the 
hydrogen economy. These technological tendencies are intellectual traps that 
obscure clear strategic vision.

Adding the word ‘density’ appears designed to rule out conventional 
renewables like wind and solar power, which in their first generation state 
do not offer higher levels of power density than, say, nuclear reactors. Yet 
these are fundamental 6W technologies that are liberating the world from 
dependence on fossil fuels. Density is actually irrelevant to energy issues, 
particularly when considered as contributing to diffuse power generation 
by villagers who have no access to the grid but would benefit immediately 
from having solar or wind powered energy sources for lighting, heating and 
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cooking without polluting their environment by using traditional fuels. India 
has a vast programme to bring such energy- poor villagers into the twenty- first 
century with ‘diffuse’ renewable power sources –  and should be applauded for 
doing so.

By contrast, I have no objection when nuclear advocates promote new 
generations of nuclear power like thorium reactors, provided they give the 
same consideration to the need to scale up conventional renewables. I have 
no objection because I do not see nuclear having much chance of catching up 
with renewables –  given the cost advantages that renewables already enjoy. 
Nuclear power is already being beaten in the market place. And I welcome 
any advances in wind and solar power created by innovations, particularly in 
the field of energy storage which remains the major ‘reverse salient’ holding 
back widespread diffusion of renewables and their complete substitution of 
fossil fuelled and nuclear power generation. But that of course does not call for 
postponing making investments in renewables today – as argued by observers 
like Bill Gates.

It is necessary to ‘unpack’ these energy processes and debates because they 
have been postulated as constituting a necessary or unavoidable technological 
trend that we cannot change. This is technological determinism with a ven-
geance –  something to be strenuously avoided. Let us evaluate renewables from 
a different perspective, as open- ended contributors to energy security rather 
than solely as initiatives making a perceived contribution to reducing carbon 
emissions and thereby helping to mitigate climate change. This broader per-
spective is what we explore in the next chapter. 
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